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Abstract. Traffic sampling is seen as a mandatory solution to cope with the
huge amount of traffic traversing network devices. Despite the substantial re-
search work in the area, improving the versatility of adjusting sampling to the
wide variety of foreseeable measurement scenarios has not been targeted so far.
This motivates the development of an encompassing measurement model based
on traffic sampling able to support a large range of network management activ-
ities, in a scalable way. The design of this model involves identifying sampling
techniques through its components rather than a closed unit, allowing to address
issues such as flexibility, estimation accuracy, data overhead and computational
weight within a narrower and simpler scope. This paper concretises these ideas
presenting a modular and self-configurable measurement architecture based on
sampling, a framework implementing sampling inherent pieces, and provides first
results when deploying the proposed concepts in real traffic scenarios.

1 Introduction

Performing network measurement tasks in today’s networks is a continuous challenge
attending to the massive traffic volumes involved, to the wide range of possible mon-
itoring objectives to fulfill, sometimes in a near real-time basis and requiring minimal
interference with the normal network operation. Aiming at efficient network measure-
ments, traffic sampling techniques are broadly deployed in strategic network nodes,
generically called measurement points (MPs). Their main objective is to select a subset
of packets which will then be used to estimate network parameters, avoiding processing
all network traffic [12], with the potential cost of affecting measurement accuracy [4].

Despite the substantial research work on packet sampling [9] [8] [13], choosing the
best sampling technique depends on traffic characteristics or statistics needed by ap-
plications [3]. Moreover, most proposals are focused on specific network measurement
tasks, aiming at increasing the accuracy estimation of a single network metric or a small
set of metrics, which, in turn, may increase the consumption of computational resources
(e.g., CPU, memory and storage capacity).

In this way, the lack of an encompassing traffic sampling architecture able to map a
large range of network management measurement needs in a scalable and autonomous
way, yet attending to existing computational resources constraints, is evident. Knowing
that distinct sampling techniques lead to different computational weight and accuracy
levels for each metric estimation, this paper proposes a modular and self-adaptive ar-
chitecture able to accommodate the selection and configuration of sampling techniques
according to the requirements of the network task and resources available.



2 Measurement Architecture

A self-adaptive sampling-based measurement architecture is envisioned as comprising
three planes, as illustrated in Figure 1. The management plane includes tasks deployed
directly in MPs or in external management entities (such as in Software-defined Net-
working approaches). Based on specific requirements of each network task, measure-
ment needs are identified, one or more MPs are selected, and the most suitable sampling
technique is chosen and configured. This also involves identifying an information model
able to define managed objects in the network, as suggested in [2].

The management plane is also responsible for providing the self-adaptive behavior
of the model. Adaptiveness is ruled by a function which, in runtime, balances estima-
tions accuracy and the corresponding computational weight. Taking a set of thresholds
for CPU load, memory and data storage consumption, combined with the expected rela-
tive error of the metric estimation, the function is able to determine whether to maintain
the current sampling technique (and settings) or to introduce a lighter and/or more ac-
curate technique (based on the ongoing requirements and computational constraints).

The sampling plane consists mainly of a modular sampling framework able to as-
sist the deployment of current and future sampling approaches, which fragments the
sampling techniques into well-defined components according to sampling granularity,
selection scheme and selection trigger. Then, each component is further divided into
a set of approaches that, once combined, may allow deploying sampling policies in a
flexible and scalable way, as illustrated in Figure 1. In brief, these components are: (i)
granularity - identifies the atomicity of the element under analysis in the sampling pro-
cess: in flow-level approach, the sampling process is only applied to packets belonging

Fig. 1. Architecture description



to a flow or to a set of flows of interest; in a packet-level approach, packets are eligible
as single independent entities; (ii) selection scheme - identifies the function defining
which traffic packets will be selected and collected; this scheme may follow a deter-
ministic, a random or an adaptive function; and (iii) selection trigger determines the
spatial and temporal sample boundaries, may use a time-based approach, a count-based
approach or an event-based approach.

To support adaptiveness, a profiler module (resources analyzer) monitors the re-
sources consumption in runtime, reporting the current status to the management plane,
which will decide on maintaining the sampling policy or setting a new one regarding
the measurement needs and resource constraints. A new policy may correspond to a
new sampling technique or just a change in the configuration parameters, e.g. reducing
the sample frequency.

An IPFIX [1] module is responsible for the communication between the manage-
ment plane and the sampling plane, receiving the sampling settings from the manage-
ment plane. This module also receives the sampled packets from the network plane,
processing them and aggregating relevant fields according to the network task. The ag-
gregation and exporting processes follow IETF guidelines [10] [6] and include results
from the resource analyzer, which will then be used for self-adaptation.

At network plane, traffic is collected from network interfaces by applying the sam-
ple rules defined in the sampling plane. Unprocessed sampled packets are subsequently
reported to the sampling plane to be processed, simplifying the network plane.

3 Ongoing works and results

According to the measurement architecture, presented in Figure 1, the sampling frame-
work and the resource analyzer were developed in Java using libpcap1, and deployed in
a low-cost, open computing device currently used in measurement architectures [11].
The methodology of tests resorts to a quantitative comparison between the computa-
tional burden of multiple sampling techniques and policies in presence of similar work-
loads. The purpose of this comparison is to provide an initial understanding with re-
gards to the relationship between computational requirements and accuracy as afforded
by the various sampling techniques. This will facilitate the design of an efficient adap-
tive module, based on suitable thresholds for specific measurement needs and resource
constraints.

Traffic scenarios consist of three workload periods (low, moderate and high) in the
network backbone of University of Minho, Portugal along a typical workday, as shown
in Table 1. Due to privacy policies only https traffic was collected, then submitted to
different sampling techniques deployed in the sampling framework, i.e., SystC - Sys-
tematic count-based [12], SystT - Systematic time-based [12], RandC - Random count-
based [12], LP - Adaptive linear prediction [5] and MuST - Multiadaptive sampling [7].

As shown in Figure 2(a), SystC and MuST require lower CPU consumption, being
MuST less demanding during the most critical work scenario. Regarding memory us-
age, Figure 2(b) demonstrates similar behavior across all techniques and workload sce-
narios. The volume of data involved in the sampling process (see Figure 2(c)) is higher

1 http://www.tcpdump.org/



for the SystT technique, contrarily to SystC and RandC. Assuming that the computa-
tional resource consumption of systematic techniques is proportional to the sampling
frequency, Figure 2(d) presents the mean resource consumption for distinct sampling
frequencies for SystC technique when applied to the high workload scenario.

Despite the importance of reducing the computational burden of traffic sampling,
sampling techniques must still be able to represent the network behavior accurately. Ta-
ble 1 presents the accuracy results per technique when estimating two metrics useful for
traffic characterization, such as mean throughput and number of flows. The results show
that the higher storage requirement of SystT delivers a better accuracy in flow identi-
fication. Regarding throughput, the relative mean error (RME) is low for all scenarios
and techniques (less than 10%). Exceptions are: (i) MuST technique applied to high
workload, achieving a significant low error (less than 1%); and (ii) RandC technique
applied to moderate workload, with a relative error above 10%.
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Fig. 2. Overall results

These preliminary results evince the relevance of tuning traffic sampling (choosing
technique, configuration parameters and thresholds), in order to meet distinct measure-
ment requirements and constraints. The present research work proposing a modular and
self-adaptive measurement architecture will allow enlarging the scope and efficiency of
network measurement tasks through traffic sampling.
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